Rotem’s Dairy Smart Controller provides a comprehensive solution for dairy farmers seeking a robust, cost-effective environmental controller. Dairy Smart gives you control over the temperature and humidity in buildings using intelligent, user-friendly climate control software. In particular, Dairy Smart enables simple control over curtains, fans, and foggers.

**Features**
- Multiple curtain control modes available.
- Prioritized, user-defined control of curtains via temperature, time, and weather.
- All curtains open and close independently.

**Benefits**
- **Cost effective technology** provides high ROI.
- **Curtain control system** provides simple yet complete ventilation.
- **Multiple curtain control options** enable meeting each farmer’s unique requirements.
- **Optional** fans and fogger control provide extra cooling capabilities.
- **User friendly software** and flexible settings enable adjusting the DAIRY SMART to specific local conditions.
- **Supported by Rotem PC communication software**, enabling remote access and ability to supervise 24/7.

**Take Control**
Input

- Up to 2 temperature sensors
- Humidity sensor
- Wind speed and direction sensor
- Rain gauge

Output

- Up to 4 curtains
- Cooling systems
- Alarm
- Up to 3 fan groups

Local Networks

- Wired
- Wireless

Input Humidity sensor

Output Up to 2 temperature sensors

Local Networks Wired

Input Wind speed and direction sensor

Output Up to 4 curtains

Local Networks Wireless

Input Rain gauge

Output Cooling systems